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Absorption of electromagnetic waves with a frequency lower than or of the order of the cyclotron 
frequency of ions in a weakly collisional plasma whose pressure is small compared with the magnetic 
pressure is considered. Allowance is made for absorption of waves due to Cerenkov interaction between the 
waves and electrons, to friction between ions of various types and between electrons and ions, to electron 
viscosity, and to ion viscosity. The role of these processes in high-frequency plasma heating is discussed. 

PACS numbers: 52.30.+r, 52.25.Ps 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The idea of using high-frequency electromagnetic 
fields, in particular magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) waves 
for heating purposes to obtain thermonuclear tempera
tures was advanced and investigated many times. [1-13) 
The plasma heating is due in this case to the absorption 
of the MHD waves, the theory of which was developed in 
a number of papers (see[14-16) and the literature cited 
there). If a collisionless or strong-collision plasma is 
considered, then the theory of the absorption of such 
waves can be regarded as completely developed. [14-16J 
As to the allowance for the role of collisions in a high
temperature plasma, this process calls for additional 
study. 

The present paper is devoted to a systematic investi
gation of the role of collisions in the absorption of MHD 
waves in a high-temperature plasma. The ratio (3 of 
the plasma pressure to the magnetic pressure is as
sumed to be low. We consider waves at frequencies 
lower than or of the order of the ion cyclotron frequen
Cies, propagating at an arbitrary angle to the magnetic 
field. It is assumed that the plasma can contain ions of 
various sorts. 

The following absorption mechanisms turn out to be 
essential in this case: 1) Cerenkov absorption of waves 
by the electrons, 2) absorption due to the friction force 
between ions of different sorts and between electrons 
and ions, 3) absorption connected with electron vis
cosity (with the gyrorelaxation effect for electrons), 
4) absorption connected with ion viscosity (in particu
lar, with the gyrorelaxation effect for the ions). Each 
effect plays a different role, depending on the relation 
between the parameters cosB, {3, me/ml (me and 111j 

are the masses of electrons and ions, and 8 is the angle 
between the direction of propagation of the wave and 
the magnetic field). 

In the important particular case of the propagation of 
waves perpendicular to the magnetic field (8 = 7T/2), the 
principal role is played by the electron viscosity and by 
the friction force between the ions of different sorts. 
In the case "oblique" propagation (8 not close to 7T/2), 
the principal role is played by Cerenkov absorption and 
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by the force of friction between the ions. In a two
component plasma, the ion viscosity may turn out to be 
appreciable. 

In the case of a two-component plasma, the damping 
of fast magneto sonic waves at Ii = 7T/2 was investigated 
earlier. [13,17) InmJ they determined the damping due to 
the electron viscosity, and the resultant heating of the 
plasma at high frequencies w» vei (Vel is the frequency 
of tile collisions between the electrons and the ions). 
In a paper devoted to the theory of plasma heating by 
these waves, [13J the damping due only to ion viscosity 
was determined in the frequency region w>:' Vii 

-vel (m.lmj)1/2. This analysis turned out to be valid in 
a narrow frequency range (m/m e)1/4 Vj i ~ w» Vii; at 
vei ~ W ~ (m/me)1/4 Vii' an appreciable contribution to 
the absorption is made by the electron viscosity, which 
can be taken into account in the hydrodynamic approxi
mation. [t6) 

In the investigation of the damping of MHD waves, we 
start from the kinetic equations for the various plasma 
components; solution of these equations makes it possi
ble to find the dielectric tensor of the plasma. Knowl
edge of this tensor enables us, in turn, to obtain from 
the dispersion equation the refractive index and the 
damping coefficient of the MHD waves with allowance 
for all the absorption mechanisms listed above. 

As to heating, in the thermonuclear devices with 
small values of {3, the absorption of MHD waves is weak. 
The principal role at high temperatures (T - 10 keY) is 
played by electron Cerenkov absorption, and during the 
initial stage of the heating (T = 0.1-1 keY) absorption 
due to the friction between the ions of different sorts 
and due to electron viscosity may be significant. In 
traps with high plasma density (with very small (3), the 
absorption of MHD waves is much stronger than in 
traps with small {3. In this case, besides the Cerenkov 
absorption, an important role is played also by colli
sion mechanisms-the electron viscosity and the force 
of friction between the ions. 

2. 01 ELECTRIC TENSOR OF PLASMA 

We assume that the phase velocity of the waves in 
question is large in comparison with the ion thermal 
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velocity VTI(W/kll »VTI), and the transverse wavelength 
is much larger than the Larmor radius of the particles 
(k~VTaI wBa <,1). In this case the dispersion equation for 
the considered electromagnetic waves (w 5; WBI ) in a 
plasma with f3a=4rrnaT/B2« 1 takes the form[7,141 

(2.1) 

where N = ck/ w is the complex refractive index, k is the 
wave vector, kll = k cose and k~ = k sine are its compo
nents parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field 
B, wBa=eah/maC is the cyclotron frequency of particles 
of type a with charge ea and mass m a, Elj are the com
ponents of the dielectric tensor in a reference frame 
with Z axis parallel to the field B and X axis lying 
in the plane of the vectors k and B. All the terms in the 
right-hand side of (2.1) are small in comparison with 
the principal terms in the left-hand side. 

To determine the tensor elj we start from a linear
ized kinetic equation for a small deviation of the dis
tribution function f: of the particles of sort a from the 
equilibrium (Maxwellian) function fao: 

(2.2) 

where cP is the azimuthal angle in the space of the ve
locities va' The collision integral S ab contained in this 
expression is defined by[lBl 

, .•• j ,., ij S( uf.. ii j ,.) Zl'6ij-lI,Zl" 
5,,(/,,/,)= _:le.-.,:L-- -.-h ---I"~ . d po, 

a~! up", op'" if' 

(2.3) 

where U =Va -Vb and L is the Coulomb logarithm. In 
order of magnitude Sab - 1I abf:, where 1I ab is the frequen
cy of the collisions of particles of sort a with particles 
of sort b. In the region of rare collisions, the only one 
which we shall consider, taking into account the inequal
ity lIab «max(w,kIlVTa), we can seek the solution of (2.2) 
in the form of the expansion f: =f~O)- + f~l)- + ... , where 
f~O)- andf~l)-(lf~l)-I«lf~O)-1) are determined from the 
equations 

(2.4) 

".11)- ~s .. {o)"", (0)""' 
LJ, = td ",(/.0 + f, ,100 + j, ), (2.5) 

Solving (2.4) and (2.5), we can easily obtain the den
sity of the electric current in the plasma j and the di
electric tensor elj: 

, W ( r.S (/'O)-+·'I)-)d·' ],=----: B,,-O,,)£,= F .. " /' p", 
4:'1l I 

The tensor f;J can be represented in the form of the sum 
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(2.6) 

for e\J) is the dielectric tensor of the plasma in the ab
sence of collisions and is determined by the function 
f (O)- h'l th t (e) (e) (I) , 

a ,W 1 e e erms Elj, elJ' eli take mto account 
the presence of collisions in the plasma and are deter
mined by the perturbed distribution functionf~:!. The 
term e\~) takes into account the contribution of the col
lisions between the plasma particles corresponding to 
introduction into the equation of motion the force of 
friction between the particles in a direction perpendic
ular to the magnetic field, while the term e\j) takes 
into account the force of friction between the electrons 
and the ions in the magnetic field direction and the elec
tron viscosity, and the term E\~) accounts for the ion 
viscosity (the last two terms take into also the gyro
relaxation effectl». 

The form of the tensor E:~) is known[7,14l: 

(2.7) 

(0) . (j)pe
l [" ] (O, _ 00,/' [ . 1'1 ] 

B23 = ';,;:;;;;::-tg 8 1+z:rc I,z,w(z,) , e" - k '" , 1+13t z,w(z,) , 
" Te 

where 

W p ,= (4ne.'n./m.)", VTa= (Tim,)", 

() _., [ k 2i S'" ] W W z =e - sgn u+--;-: e dt , Z,=-, --, 
:rt . 0 :2 -kllV re 

In the expressions for e1 and E2' the summation is over 
all the sorts of ions. Inasmuch as in the considered 
case of a low-pressure plasma the phase velocity of the 
waves, which is of the order of the Alfven velocity, is 
much larger than the thermal velocity of the ions, we 
have neglected in e\~) the exponentially small anti
Hermitian parts, which take into account the Cerenkov 
absorption of the waves by the ions. 

The components El~) are equal to 

(2.8) 

where 

. _ 4(2n) ·e.'e,'n,L ( m, )" 
\,b- 3(m.T3)'" m.+m,' 

In (2.8), the summation is over aU these sorts of particles. 
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The values of eW are 

<el _ ,(j) • .'v .. k .' [1'" (_ ') ,~ e.'.n, I(" ( ») eu - l, 2 ' :!:!. oJe T ~ -, - 22 Ze • 
(i)s,· wk ,l - , e-n, 

(,' 
£" 

where 

Wpe:!yeek.,.!... 

WBekll::l.·Te~ 
[ <e) ( , '}2 e,'II, (i, ) [os z,,) -r- -,-. I,,(:,) . 

e-Il. 

x(-z-::-_-~-, +-;-, 

_ (lh+~x;'+(2:~;')']}, 
(.e -11,", ) 

(j) 312 S d'~ s/ "' 1" (z) =-- -----exp (---) 
, 4n s' (:,-6.)' ~ 

3 d" d' 

(2.9) 

1 (·) ( ') SS ~ '1 ( .) , , -') L" (' -) 
23 .:::, = -,-.- --.-., - rh-.;v - exp \.-11--.;- 1.' 1 Ze • '11· S , 

'i:t ' S 

,.), 3 SS d'; d'I]. 0., ,_ 
1" (z.) =-, -,-, -.-,- (1],-;;,) exp (-lr-~ )F,(z" 11. S), 

~:t.~ -; 

1 s ' 
F.(z"s) = ( _~ )3(_ ~, -6')' z" ,:::-z oW,,~: 

In I~j' j) the integration with respect to 1)~ and ~z is car
ried out along the real axis, with the singular point at 
which ze = ~~ or z; = 1)z± ~z, circled from below at k" > 0 
and from above at k" < O. The terms proportional to 
IW take into account the collisions of the electrons with 
one another, while the terms proportional to I~~) take 
into account the collisions of the electrons with the ions. 

At I zel» 1, the expressions for e~j) take the form 

e;;' = ~(2+J.1'2) (j)po2v .. kll~J.VT<' 
a (OB.W 
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(.) . ( 8 kll'v,,' +' 1'2) (j)p.'\. '" 
8S3 =l, --:---,- r. --,-, 

,) ll}- (I)' 

1.= I: (eJe)'(nJn,). (2.10) 

The component e~~) coincides with the expression ob
tained at (j = 1T/2 in the case of a two-component plasma 
in[l7J.2) The first and second terms (in the right-hand 
side of (2.10» take into account the electron-electron 
and electron-ion collisions, respectively. 

At IZel« 1, the order of magnitude of o\}) is given by 

(2.11) 

The quantities E\;) are equal to 

(;) . 2 Wpi\'liCri~ ['Jk ", (W~iW!/I~)~-;-4hJ~ll)b'1~ 
Ell =1, .5 W(W:!-WBi:!)2 " «(j):!-WBi~)~ 

(2.12) 

(1) =1 ~ UIPi~Y li['ri.~ . [:;k ~ «(J)~~(t)B.!~) ::T~W.~WBi:! 
.) (1}«(!)--WHi-)- «(!)-~CI)H!-)-

The expressions for Elf) and E~~) (2.12) at (j = 0 and 
w« WBi coincide with those obtained in[171. The for
mulas for E~~) obtained inUS, 191 for the case w« WBi 

contain some errors: a term a: .,?2 is missing from the 
formula for E~P, and the expressions for E~~) and £~~) 
should be multiplied respectively by ~ and - 1. 

3. DAMPING OF MHO WAVES 

We proceed to an analysis of the dispersion equation 
(2.1). In the zeroth approximation, discarding small 
terms, we can put Ell = E22 = £1 and £12 = iE 2; as a result 
we obtain 

cos' 8.\"'-e, (1 +cos' 8)1\"'+e ,'-e,'=O, (3.1) 

This equation, at a given frequency, determines two 
refractive indices N =N(w, (j), the order of magnitude of 
which is 

(3.2) 

For a given wave vector k, Eq. (3.1) determines the 
(Q+1)stfrequency w=wj(k,(j), where i=1,2, ... , q+1, 
:z is the number of ions of different sorts. 

Taking into account the small terms proportional to 
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(e) (e) (i) d th 11 t . th . h Elj , Ejj , E jj , an e sma erms lfi e rig t-hand 
side, we find, putting N ",N(w, e) + ix(w, e) (x« N), the 
following expression for the damping coefficient3): 

where 

e,' (1 + cos' 0) N'-2£,'£ ,-2e,'e, 
X!T= 2.Y[2cos~e.Y~-cl-(1+cos28)] , 

z'= 1m (E,,' +£" ) (cos' O:Y'-E ,) + (1Ie.,,) [ (f,'-Eo' 

-f ,N') sin' 01\·'+£2,' (cos' ON'-f,) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

The quantity xlr takes into account the damping due to 
the friction force between the ions of different sorts and 
between the ions and electrons when these particles 
move in the field of the wave in a direction perpendicu
lar to the magnetic field. The contribution of the colli
sions between the ions of different sorts to l{/r and of 
the collisions between the electrons and ions is deter
mined by the expressions 

(3.7) 

Comparison of the quantities ;.(j;) and ;.(j;) shows that the 
collisions between ions of two sorts, having a density of 
the same order of magnitude na - nb - ne and ea - e b - e 
turn out to be more Significant than collisions between 
the electrons and ions )e)/;.(O - (m /m )1/2« 1 The , Ir Ir ·e I . 

collisions between the ions may turn out to be significant 
also in the case when the concentration of ions of one of 
the sorts is small (n b « ne ), if the charge of the ions is 
large (eb",Zbe,Zb» 1), since Vab-Z~nb' 

The contribution of the viscosity of the ions to the 
damping is determined by the expression 

(3.8) 

Since Pi '" (VT;/ V A)2 « 1, the damping due to the ion v is
cosity turns out to be negligibly small in comparison 
with the damping due to the friction force between the 
ions of the different sorts. This type of damping may 
turn out to be Significant only in the case when the plas
ma consists of ions of one sort. We note that formula 
(3.5) at fi '" 1T/2 coincides with the result obtained inU3 ]. 

The quantity x' takes into account the electron Ceren
kov absorption of the wave (the terms proportional to 
E~, t~~), 1/ E~g), the friction force between the elec
trons and the ions in the direction of the magnetic field, 
and the electron viscosity (terms proportional to E\~). 

If I ze I» 1, then the Cerenkov damping is exponen-
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tially small. In this case the main contribution to the 
damping x' is made by the friction force that arises 
when electrons move in the field of the wave relative to 
the ions parallel to the magnetic field, and by the elec
tron viscosity: 

(3.9) 

where 

. "I _ A V"Ul sin' 0 (e,N'-e,'+e,')N 
%jril-

12 Ul p .' 2 cos' ON'-e, (1 + cos' 0) 
(3.10) 

( 1+),.12 Ul p,' 4+71. 12 ) 
X ----1--1 (cos'ON'-e,)---_-f,.Y'COS'0 . 

. ) u) WBe .J 
(3.11) 

The damping coefficient xj;~ coincides in order of 
magnitude with xj;l. Expression (3.11) is a generaliza
tion of the result obtained inm ] for a two-component 
plasma, at the lower frequencies w« W Bi ' to the case 
of a plasma containing ions of different sorts and to 
higher wave frequencies w ~ ")Bi' The damping due to 
the electron viscosity is of the order of 

(3.12) 

Comparison of expressions (3.8) and (3.12) shows 
that at I ze I» 1 the electron viscosity leads to a much 
larger damping of the MHD waves and the ion viscosity, 
x~i)/l{~e) - (m e/m l )1/2« 1. 

We note that for I ze I'" 2-3 the electron Cerenkov 
damping is still small, therefore x' can be determined 
by the same collision effects as at I zel »1. But at 
these values of ze the asymptotic expressions for E~~) 
and eli) no longer hold. In this case the quantity x', 
even at tI'" 1T/2, is determined not only by the component 
e~2) but also by E~~) ande~3) (at I zel» 1, e", 17/2 
the quantity x' is proportional to Ime~n. 

Comparison of x~e) with xj~) in the presence of ions of 
different sorts of comparable denSity na - n" - ne and 
e a - eb - e shows that at f3> (me/ml)1/2 the main contribu
tion to the damping is made by the electron viSCOSity, 
and if the opposite inequality holds the main contribu
tion is made by the friction between ions of different 
sorts. 

In a two-component plasma, the effect of electron 
viscosity turns out to be decisive in comparison with the 
force of friction between the electrons and ions, if 
f3> (me/mj)' The friction between the electrons and the 
ions turns out to be significant in comparison with the 
electron viscosity only in a plasma with very small 
f3 (f3 $ me/ml)' 

Inasmuch as w - kv A for the waves under considera
tion, the condition I Ze I» 1 means that I cosOI« VA/VTe' 
If fi is not too close to 1T/2, the condition I zel» 1 means 
that VA» vTe' In this case the electron viscosity always 
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makes a negligibly small contribution to the damping in 
comparison with the contribution due to the force of 
friction between the electrons and the ions. At VA <<. vTe> 

the condition I zel »1 is satisfied, if the angle e is close 
to rr/2, and it is precisely in this case that the electron 
viscosity plays the decisive role in comparison with the 
friction. 

For strongly decelerated waves that propagate at an 
angle e not too close to rr/2, when VA «VTe' the condi
tions I ze 1« 1 is satisfied. In this case the condition 
for the applicability of the expressions for £\~) takes 
the form Vee« kll vTe' Comparing the anti-Hermitian 
parts in €~), e~~), €~~) with eli>' which take into account 
the electron viscosity, we find that the ratio of the lat
ter to the former is of the order of vee/'?IIVTe <<.1. This 
means that at I ze I S 1 the effects of electron viscosity 
can be neglected in comparison with Cerenkov absorp
tion of the waves by the electrons. 

The damping coefficient due to the Cerenkov absorp
tion is equal to 

c'k' e N'-E '+E' ] 
+ 0."" '., [2 cos' 81\"-E,(1+cos2 8)]-'. 

W,,- 11+1., z,w(z,)I-
(3.13) 

This expression is a generalization of the previously 
obtained result (see( 7)) to include the case of a plasma 
containing different sorts of ions. In order of magni
tude we have 

. '8 .\.) m, Vr, sm (') i\' 
%Ch. ------exp -Ze .. 

mr F.l cos e (3.14) 

(VA» VTI cose, VTe COSe~ VA)' The waves most strongly 
absorbed are those propagating in an angle e such that 
cose - V A/VTe (that is, ze -1), for which }(~e~ - j3N. Com
paring (3. 14) with the expression for X /r , we find that 
the Cerenkov absorption plays the decisive role if the 
parameter j3 is not too small. Damping due to ion vis
cosity turns out to be inSignificant in comparison with 
Cerenkov damping, if Vjl/W«Ze-VA/VTeCOSe. If this 
inequality is not satisfied, then ion viscosity may turn 
out to be significant in a plasma containing ions of one 
sort. 

4. HIGH FREQUENCY HEATING OF PLASMA 

We discuss now the possibility of using the MHD wave 
absorption mechanisms discussed in a preceding section 
for plasma heating. At frequencies W S W B1 these waves 
can be easily excited in a dense plasma of both small 
and large dimensions by using external current-carry
ing loops or special decelerating systems. On the other 
hand, this range of frequencies has significant technical 
advantages, since the development of RF generators of 
the required power in this band entails no significant 
difficulty. In this case the effiCiency of using MHD 
waves is determined prinCipally by the magnitude of 
their damping. 
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Let us consider examples illustrating the contribution 
of the discussed MHD wave damping mechanisms to 
plasma heating. For a thermonuclear reactor based on 
the tokomak[20) we have ne - 1014 cm-3, B - 50 kG, T - 10 
keY, minor radius of plasma a-100 cm, and energy 
lifetime of the plasma TE> 1 sec. In this case {3- 4 '10-3, 

VTe - 3 -109 cm/sec, V Ti - 5 -107 cm/sec, mi - 3.5' 10-24 
g, vA-109 cm/sec, W BI -2'108 sec-1, andve,-50vil 

- 5 • lOS sec-i. Since the time of energy exchange be
tween the electrons and ions is ~ 1 sec, the plasma 
component to which the RF field energy is transferred 
is immaterial. If the funadmental radial mode of the 
oscillations with frequency w- vAl a- 107 sec-1- (1/20)wBi 

is excited, then at k" - k~ -1/ a - 10-2 cm-1 (the spatial 
period of the exciting system is L" = 2rr/k" - 600 cm) we 
have ze - O. 2 and y~e~ / w- lO-s, that is, the equality factor 
of the apparatus is Q = w/2y- 500. The effects of wave 
absorption due to the friction force between the ions are 
negligibly small, yW/ W - 10-5 • During the initial heating 
stage at T:51 keV, the damping due to the Cerenkov ab
sorption becomes weaker, and the damping due to the 
friction force between the ions increases, y~e~ / w:S y~~) / 
w- 3 '10-4, that is, Q- 5 . lOs. At lower values of the 
temperature, the Cerenkov absorption becomes insig
nificant and the principal role is assumed by the force 
of friction between the ions, and then the Q of the sys
tem decreases, Q < 4· lOs. 

If waves of frequency w- WBi are used, the excitation 
turns out to be effective if k" $ (wZ / av~)l/S (10) in the 
considered example k,,~ 0.1 cm-1. In this case the col
lision absorption is negligibly small in comparison with 
the Cerenkov absorption, which leads to a value y~e~ / 
w- 2 '10-3 at T-10 keY (ze - O. 5), but at T-1 keY the 
Cerenkov damping becomes much weaker, y/w -10-\ 
and the Cerenkov absorption becomes of the same or
der as the absorption due to the friction between the 
ions. 

Thus, in the considered example of a plasma with 
small values of {3. at thermonuclear temperatures 
(T-10 keY), the prinCipal role is played by Cerenkov 
absorption by electrons,4) which leads to a relatively 
strong wave absorption both in the case of low frequen
cies w-vA/a« "-'BI' when use can be made of the reso
nance of the buildup of the natural oscillations, and in 
the case of high frequencies w- W B1 ' when the exciting 
system operates in the radiation regime (k~a» 1). We 
note that absorption of a wave with a frequency lying 
between the cyclotron frequencies of the ions in a plas
ma and containing ions of two sorts can be greatly in
creased when the wave propagates in the interior of the 
plasma in the region, where E1'" N2 cos2e, and the wave 
under consideration is transformed into so-called slow 
waves.121l 

We consider now an example of a plasma with a rela
tively large value of j3 (n-1016 cmos, B-100 kG, T-10 
keY, a = 20 cm, (3- 0.1). In this case upon excitation 
of the fundamental radial mode w- vA/a-107 sec-1 
- (1/50)wBi at k" - k~ - 1/ a we have y~e~/ w- 3 .10-2 (ze - 1), 
that is, Q- 20. The collision effects in this case exert 
no influence on the absorption. On the other hand, if 
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kll < 1/4a, then ze> 4 and the Cerenkov absorption turns 
out to be negligibly small, in which case the absorption 
is due mainly to the electron viscosity, which leads to 
a value Q -100. At lower values of the temperature, 
T-1 keY, the absorption is due to the electron viscosity 
and friction between the ions (Q - 10). This example 
shows that in a dense plasma the effects of electron 
viscosity and of the friction forces between the ions can 
lead to a strong absorption of the waves and can be used 
to obtain thermonuclear temperatures of a dense plas
ma, whereas the absorption due to ion viscosity turns 
out negligibly small in the case of high temperatures. 

1)1n the region of frequent collisions ('" «Vi!), the gyrorelaxa
tion effect[3,4] is taken into account in the equations of motion 
and the viscosity force[[6[ perpendicular to the magnetic 
field. 

2)When expression (2.10) for eg) is compared with the result 
in[I7I, it must be borne in mind that the values of L in(17) are 
twice as large as t~se used here, and the values of vee are 
larger by a factor, 2 . 

1lThe temporal damping decrement Y is connected with by the 
relation Y=;«w/c)a",/8k. 

4)The possibility of using electron Cerenkov absorption of 
waves with :'-' S ''-'BI for plasma heating in a tokomak reactor 
was considered also in[2I,22). 
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